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ABSTRACT: Thermal dissipation of a microelectronic device is a topic of
interest amongst the researchers because poor thermal dissipation may cause
reliability problem during customer’s application. One of the factors that
caused poor thermal dissipation of a device is the existence of air gap inside the
package. Air gap blocks the heat dissipation path of the device, causing the heat
to be entrapped inside the device and to the extent of becoming malfunction.
In this analysis, TRIZ was proposed through Parameter Change (PC) as one of
the principle solutions to increase the effectiveness of identifying poor thermal
dissipation devices. Experiment confirmed that TRIZ PC principle was able
to identify poor thermal dissipation in microelectronic device even though
the device did not have air gaps. Such identification was not possible through
traditional approaches, such as XRay or SAM.
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1.0

INTRODUCTION

Ability to dissipate heat is one of the important elements in ensuring
functionality of a microelectronic device. The thermal dissipation is
mainly achieved by means of conduction from the die to the package
and by convection from the package to the external environment.
One of the common problems faced in thermal dissipation in such
device is the presence of air gap between the die and package which
significantly reduces its thermal impedance and thermal dissipation
capability [1]. Such device potentially has poor reliability performance
and has to be selected out. The presence of air gap will slower down
the thermal dissipation of the device, but wafer process defects like
ionization, inhomogeneous current distribution within a cell field or
some parasitic capacitance and inductance may contribute as well to
the poor thermal dissipation of the device even though the device is
without the presence of air gap [2‐3].
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and
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No

Area

X‐ Ray

SAM

Electrical measurement

1

Sampling
Size

Sampling

100%

2

Time

~1 ‐ 30mins

<1s

3

Effort

High(manual/semi‐
auto/auto setting)

Low

4

Effective
ness

Medium(wafer process
defect
can’t
be
identified)

Low if inappropriate
condition is used
High if appropriate
condition is used

The effectiveness of using TRIZ is proven because many researchers
The effectiveness of using TRIZ is proven because many researchers
have unanimously agreed that TRIZ is able to help them to solve
have unanimously agreed that TRIZ is able to help them to solve
Inventive problem and generate more ideas, patents in improving a
Inventive problem and generate more ideas, patents in improving
certain product, process or a system design [5‐7]. In this paper, TRIZ
a certain product, process or a system design [5‐7]. In this paper,
methodology was illustrated systematically and how Principle
TRIZ methodology was illustrated systematically and how Principle
Parameter Change (PC) was used to improve the effectiveness in
Parameter Change (PC) was used to improve the effectiveness in
identifying the poor thermal dissipation device by using electrical
identifying the poor thermal dissipation device by using electrical
measurement was demonstrated.
measurement was demonstrated.

2.0
2.0

M
E THODOLOGY
ME
THODOLOGY

2.1TRIZTRIZ
Approach
2.1
Approach
TRIZ was chosen due to two reasons. Firstly, “Contradiction” was
TRIZ was chosen due to two reasons. Firstly, “Contradiction” was
found in the problem itself. By increasing the Energy used, the
found in the problem itself. By increasing the Energy used, the
effectiveness could be increased; however, this increased of Energy
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Figure 1: TRIZ Flow Chart
Figure 1: TRIZ Flow Chart
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Figure 3: Cause and Effect Analysis for ineffective identification of poor
thermal dissipation device.
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System Parameter:
From the above Engineering Contradiction statement, the improving
and worsening system parameters were identified as follows:
Improving System Parameter: #17, Temperature
Worsening System Parameter: #27, Reliability
Contradiction Matrix:
Contradiction Matrix:
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In TRIZ context, the definitions for Principle “Parameter Change”
were as follows:
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In TRIZ context, the definitions for Principle “Parameter Change” were
as follows:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Change an object’s or system’s physical state (e.g.: to a gas, liquid,
or solid)
Change the concentration or consistency
Change the degree of flexibility
Change the temperature
Change other parameters

The definition of “D‐Change the temperature” was most relevant in
this study where the “Temperature” of the device can be increased by
changing the Energy used to increase the effectiveness of identifying
poor thermal dissipation device.
The experiment was carried out using with and without air gap device
and using the existing measurement condition (Condition A, Before
Changed of Energy) and new measurement condition (Condition B,
After Changed of Energy). The results and findings were tabulated in
the next section.

3.0

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1

Negligible Air Gap Device versus Air Gap Device

Figure 6 shows the SAM picture for 4 devices. A141 and A42 were with
negligible air gap while B75 and B112 were with air gap. Theoretically,
those devices with air gap would be having difficulty in thermal
dissipation and therefore regarded as poor thermal dissipation device
if compared to A141 and A42 which only had negligible air gap. The
theory is proven through experiment and could be observed from
Figure 8, Graph After “Parameter Change” where device B75 and
B112 were showing “Elongated Non‐Linear Curve” earlier than A141
and A42 when there was an increased in Current along X‐axis. This
“Elongated Non‐Linear Curve” behavior was the “Curve line” in Y axis
which happened especially on poor thermal dissipation device when
heat was trapped inside the package and resulted in self ‐ heating
phenomena causing non‐linear output response [9] before the device
became malfunction. While the A141 and A42 still showed a stable linear
graph, those poor thermal dissipation devices showed “Elongated
Non‐Linear Curve” Therefore, the quality performance between good
and poor thermal dissipation devices was clearly distinguished. Device
with air gap was poorer in thermal dissipation compared to device
without air gap.
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3.2

Poor Thermal Dissipation Device in Negligible Air Gap Device

Although A141 and A42 were both devices with negligible air gap,
the device quality performance between the two was not identical and
can be clearly distinguished as illustrated in Figure 8. Device A42 was
observed to have “Elongated Non‐Linear Curve” earlier than A141
before it became malfunction while A141 survived at the end of the
experiment and did not have any “Elongated Non‐Linear Curve”.
Such observation could be due to the weaknesses inherited from wafer
processes [2‐3] which caused device A42 performed poorer in thermal
dissipation than device A141.
3.3

The Attribute of Poor Thermal Dissipation Device

Based on the experiments, air gap contributed to the poor performance
of the device. With the existence of the air gap in the device, the thermal
dissipation was rather slow if compared to the good device. However,
poor thermal dissipation device may not contribute from the air gap
alone. Weaknesses from wafer processes could affect the performance
of the device. Therefore, electrical measurement was the better way in
identifying poor thermal dissipation devices compared to traditional
X‐Ray or SAM approach.
3.4

Before and After “Parameter Change”

Following the TRIZ Approach, Figure 7 and Figure 8 show the Graph
before “Parameter Change” and the Graph After “Parameter Change”
respectively. “Before Parameter Change” which used Condition A
(Before Change of Energy) showed that the sensitivity of the electrical
measurement was not significant. Therefore, straight curve could be
seen and there was no difference between the good and poor thermal
dissipation device. However, “after Parameter Change” which used
Condition B (After Change of Energy), the effectiveness in identifying
poor thermal dissipation devices increased. Good device could be seen
with a straight curve while poor thermal dissipation device showed
“Elongated Non‐Linear Curve”. Hence, good and poor thermal
dissipation devices were distinguishable.
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3.5

X‐Ray/SAM and Electrical Measurement in identifying poor
thermal dissipation

Based on Table 2, X‐ray/SAM is only capable of informing the general
relationship
between
the big
airbecause
gap andB75
the thermal
dissipation;
the
statement
was
not 100%
true
device was
confirmed
bigger
air
gap,
the
poorer
thermal
dissipation.
However,
this
statement
having the worst thermal dissipation compared to device B112
was not 100%
trueB112
because
device
was air
confirmed
the A141
worst
although
device
was B75
having
larger
gap. inhaving
addition,
thermal
dissipation
compared
to
device
B112
although
device
B112
device was confirmed having the best thermal dissipation compared
was
having
larger
air
gap.
in
addition,
A141
device
was
confirmed
to A42 device which used electrical measurement although both
having had
the negligible
best thermal
dissipation
to A42 measurement
device which
devices
air gap.
In othercompared
words, electrical
used electrical
measurement
although
both
devices had
negligible
air
could
identify device
with poor
thermal
dissipation
more
effectively
gap.
In
other
words,
electrical
measurement
could
identify
device
with
compared to X‐Ray and SAM regardless of whether the thermal
poor thermal
dissipation
moreby
effectively
to X‐Ray
and SAM
dissipation
was
contributed
air gap compared
or by external
factor‐wafer
regardless
of whether the thermal dissipation was contributed by air
process
defects.
gap or by external factor‐wafer process defects.
Table 2: Effectiveness of Electrical Measurement compared to X‐Ray and SAM
Table 2: Effectiveness of Electrical Measurement compared to X‐Ray and SAM
Device

A141

A42

B75

B112

Remarks

Air Gap

small

very small

2nd Biggest

Biggest

NA

If X‐Ray/SAM is
used in
identifying
poor thermal
dissipation

Fair
Thermal
Dissipation

Best
Thermal
Dissipation

2nd Worst
Thermal
Dissipation

Worst
Thermal
Dissipation

General
Statement:
Bigger air
gap, poorer
thermal
dissipation.
But not 100%
true.

Electrical
measurement is
used in
identifying
poor thermal
dissipation
(Before
Parameter
Change)
Electrical
measurement is
used in
identifying
poor thermal
dissipation
(After
Parameter
Change)

Canʹt distinguish the good and poor thermal dissipation device

Best
Thermal
Dissipation
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Figure 7: Graph Before “Parameter Change”

Figure 8: Graph After “Parameter Change”

4.0
4.0

CONCLUSION
CONCLUSION

In conclusion,
conclusion, the
the advantages
advantages of
of using
using Electrical
Electrical measurement
measurement in
in
In
identifying poor
poor thermal
thermal dissipation
dissipation device
device compared
compared to
to X‐Ray
X‐Ray or
or
identifying
SAM
have
been
discussed.
The
inefficiency
of
electrical
measurement
SAM have been discussed. The inefficiency of electrical measurement
in identifying
identifying poor
poor thermal
using
in
thermal dissipation
dissipation device
device was
was also
also solved
solved using
TRIZ
approach
which
has
been
demonstrated
systematically.
TRIZ approach which has been demonstrated systematically. Principle
Principle Parameter
Change
(PC)another
provides
another perspective
in
Parameter
Change (PC)
provides
perspective
in solving the
solving
the
electrical
measurement
inefficiency
problem.
Device
with
electrical measurement inefficiency problem. Device with air gap is
air gap in
is poorer
thermal dissipation
device air
without
poorer
thermalindissipation
comparedcompared
to device to
without
gap.
air gap. However,
devices
with negligible
air gap
have
poor
However,
devices with
negligible
air gap can
havecan
poor
thermal
thermal dissipation due to some weaknesses inherited from wafer
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dissipation due to some weaknesses inherited from wafer processes.
Such identification of poor thermal dissipation in microelectronic device
can be achieved by using electrical measurement with “Parameter
Change” of TRIZ principle.
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